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Florida Department of Transportation’s Turnpike Enterprise
Discontinues Food Services at Plazas
Some amenities still available

Ocoee, Fla. – In accordance with Executive Order 20-71 issued by Governor Ron DeSantis, requiring restaurants within the state to close on-premise services, the Florida Department of Transportation, Florida’s Turnpike Enterprise will discontinue food services at all of its service plazas.

Service Plazas will no longer sell food at any restaurants effective immediately. Service Plazas will remain open to offer the following amenities:
- Public restrooms and dog walks
- Convenience stores
- Fuel stations

The marketplace stores located at Turkey Lake, Fort Drum, Fort Pierce, Canoe Creek and West Palm Beach will remain open. Convenience stores with fuel are open 24 hours per day. The Turnpike Mainline has eight Service Plazas located approximately every 45 miles.

In addition to closing the food concepts in response to COVID-19, Turnpike Service Plazas have adopted the following precautionary measures:
- Increased hand sanitizer locations in convenience stores at plaza fuel stations
- Posters at entrances and restroom areas to encourage handwashing
- Use of new sanitizer solution specifically made to eliminate viruses

The Department will continue to closely monitor its response and will update customers accordingly. To receive the most accurate information, please visit www.SunPass.com or follow us @FloridaTurnpike on Twitter.
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